
Gospel of Philip Translation
 

Analogue One

 
A person of Jewish faith can make another person a Jew—called a convert, but a convert
cannot make anyone else a Jew.

 
The truth is, some beings can make other beings as receptive as themselves. While others
have no such capacity, they simply are as they are.

 
1. A Jew in the original text is a Hebrew
2. To make has the force of turning one into something else.

 
Analogue Two

 
A slave longs only for freedom and not for his Master’s fortune, but a son is not only a
child of the Master, he is an heir with claim to his father’s wealth. Likewise children of
death are not only dead, death is their only inheritance. Heirs of life, on the other hand,
are themselves alive, and they can inherit both life and death. The dead, however, inherit
nothing, for how can a dead person become an heir? But if those who are dead should
inherit life, not only will they live, they will never die.

 
A citizen of this world, in fact, cannot die, for he or she has actually never lived, but one
who has begun to trust the truth is fully alive—having come to life on the day of the
Anointed One’s appearing; that individual, however, may well face the danger of dying,
for this world’s system is a construct, adorning itself with cities, from which they carry
out the dead. In our early Jewish days we remained orphaned, having only a mother, but
when we became followers of the Anointed One, for our sakes the Father joined our
Mother.

 
1. In the last sentence of the first paragraph the two propositions are reversed in

the original text.
2. A “citizen of this world” translates a word that indicates a Gentile citizen,

spiritually speaking, one who only inhabits only the dimension of space-time.
3. The phrase in the second paragraph, which indicates that for one who is alive

there is always the danger of dying, should perhaps be understood to mean in
danger of death as a result of martyrdom.

4. Some translators make the sentence concerning the world as a construct to
reflect positively on the coming of the Christ and translate it: “Since Christ
came, the world has been created, the cities adorned, and the dead carried
out” (Isenberg). This translation, however, appears to violate the sense of
kosmos used elsewhere in the text as a world system that is in opposition to
the Great Age (aion). See for example the following meditation.

 
 
 
 
Analogue Three

 
Those who sow in winter, reap in the summer. Winter symbolizes the world-system (the
kosmos), and summer, the Great Age, (the Aion), the realm of transcendence. Let us sow,
therefore, in this world that we may reap in the summertime. For this reason, we are not
asked to pray for harvest in the wintertime, but for the summer, which comes from



winter. If one tries to reap in the wintertime it only uproots the field, and there is no
harvest. This approach is fruitless since nothing emerges in the winter, and, as a result, in
that other realm—the true Sabbath—the fields become barren.

 
1. In this meditation the contrast is between winter; the system of this world (the

kosmos, or systemic-evil as it is used by Paul in the New Testament), and
summer; the world of transcendence (the aion, the Great Age transcendent to,
but containing, space-time).

2. Concerning prayer in this age, the original text suggests that it is entirely
inappropriate to be made to pray so that harvest will occur in the winter.
Philip then gives all the reasons this is so. The implication is that we want to
see results in this world, but striving for harvest (visible results) now is
counterproductive, or fruitless and negatively affects the Greater World.

3. The world of transcendence, the Great Age, is also called Sabbath, the place of
repose, or rest. That world, where harvest occurs, is in contrast to this one
where the labor of sowing is our responsibility.

 
Analogue Four

 
The Anointed One has come! And in coming some he ransoms, others he releases and
restores, and there are those whom he rescues. He ransomed strangers and made them his
own. Those who came to him, he restored. All this he gave as a self-offering out of his
own love and desire. Not only did he willingly give himself at his appearing, from the
very beginning of the kosmos it was his longing to do so. And so now in this way he
comes to receive back what he has always loved—releasing all who were held captive by
thieves of the soul, redeeming everything in the kosmos, both good and evil.

 
1. The Anointed One translates the word Messiah in its full meaning.
2. The original words for ransom, release, restore and redeem run the gamut of

meaning about how the Messiah (the Anointed One) acts to restore the kosmos.
Ransom has the normative idea of purchasing, or paying the price to buy
something. Release means to set captives free, restoring them to full freedom.
Redeem has the connotation of rescuing from danger or the bondage of inner
darkness.

3. The word self-offering could be translated pledge in the sense that one pledges (or
offers) him or herself to do certain things.

4. Love and desire translate a single word that also implies a deep longing based on
love.

5. Thieves of the soul suggests that these are the powers that hold the soul enthrall,
so the term soul-thieves could also translate this idea.

 
 
Analogue Five

 
Light exists with darkness, life with death. The right-hand and the left-hand belong
together as siblings. It is not possible, then, to separate them from their mutual
complementarity. Good is never entirely good, nor evil pure evil, or life without death,
nor death without life. Each entity unfolds towards its origin from the beginning point,
and everything which transcends this world is no longer mortal, but is brought forth into
eternal reality.

 
1. The term unfolds toward is literally “is loosed forward.” or even “flung forward.”
2. Eternal reality could easily be translated eternity.

 
Analogue Six

 
The names we give to things in this world create confusion and turn our hearts away from
what is real to what is unreal. For example, the one who hears the name “God” does not
perceive what is real, but is made to think only of what is unreal. The same is true for the
words, Father, Son, Holy Spirit, life, light, resurrection, and church—all these terms take



us away from reality into illusion. They succeed merely in leading humanity to death, for
they exist only as constructs of this world. If, however, we were to exist in the Aion--that
realm transcendent to space-time--then nothing named in this world would be considered
evil, nor would we see ourselves merely as temporal creatures, for each being has a
destiny in the Transcendent Realm (the Aion).

 
There is one name, however, that is unrepeatable in this world. It is the name, “(Abba),
Father” which has been given by means of a Son. This name is honored above all other
names, and if this name had not been given to him as well, the Son could not become a
“Father.” Those who possess this name can perceive it, but never adequately speak of it,
and those who do not possess it can never even conceive of it. For our sakes Truth begets
names for everything in the world, and it is impossible to know anything without them.
One alone is truth and yet she makes the many, and by means of many things she lovingly
teaches this one truth alone to all.

 
1. The terms real and unreal are based upon the Coptic sense of something being

either “established” or “not established” though it may have qualified existence.
2. The word illusion is the same word for unreal.
3. The realm transcendent to space-time is the Great Age, the aion.
4. The word unrepeatable could also be translated “unutterable.”
5. The phrase, This name can be conceived could also be translated, “This name

exists in thought.
6. The phrase For our sake Truth gives names to everything in this world, could

also be understood as “Truth is the source of all naming in this world.”
Analogue Seven

 
The over-arching powers wish to deceive humanity knowing that we have a natural
kinship to that which is truly good. They take the very word “good” and apply it to things
that are not good, so that words themselves deceive and enslave us. Yet, when grace
comes and we are removed from all that is tainted and placed back with the Good, we
recognize ourselves for who we truly are. Being free, the powers seek to take and make
us slaves to themselves through time. Because the Authorities seek to control and enslave
us so that we will not recognize our true reality, divine power has been granted humanity.

 
Wherever humanity exists, slavery exists, so in the past, when sacrifices began, animals
were offered up to divine power. These were living things offered up alive, only to be
killed. One human, however, was offered up to God dead, and yet now he lives.

 
1. The powers overarching this world are called archons and they have to do with

spiritual authority which seeks master-control over humanity. They may be unseen
powers, or they may be temporal authorities, or some combination of the two.

2. The term human or humanity translates a Coptic word that appears to stand from
the Greek term the Anthropos (the totality of humanity). Sometimes it is used for
humanity in general. Sometimes it means the total organism of spiritual humanity
in its complete form, and at other times it stands for the representative of
humanity, the Son of Man, as Yeshua typically uses it in the canonical Gospels,
 and elsewhere in the Gospel of Thomas and the Gospel of Mary Magdalene.

3. The term word is the same for names, which were used also in the previous
analogue. Words and names refer to a reality, but they can never embrace the
whole, and often, as this analogue suggests, are used deliberately to deceive.

4. The term through time refers to the temporal ages of time.
5. Divine power is a term that designates a force of energy whose source alone is

God.
6. One human refers to the representative of humanity, (son of the Anthropos), who in

this instance is understood to be the Christ.

 
Analogue Eight

 
Before the coming of the Anointed One, no bread from paradise—that place where Adam
had first been created—existed in this world. There were all manner of plants for the
nourishment of the wild creatures, but there was no wheat for humanity who had only the
food provided for all the rest. But when the Anointed came as the Completed Human, he



brought bread from heaven so that humanity could be nourished with its own true food.
The authorities imagined, of course, that it was through their own force of will they had
provided it. Yet all along in secret it was the Sacred Spirit who had been energizing
everything in whatever manner she desired. So then truth from its very beginning has
been scattered everywhere. Many have watched it being sown, but few who have seen it
have reaped it.

 
 

1. The issue of food has to do with bread (and wheat), but not just any kind of food—
but bread from a transcendent source.

2. Heaven may indeed be paradise, or a distinction could be made that heaven
includes paradise but also transcends it.

3. The Completed Human is also the perfected human.
4. The authorities are the archons mentioned previously, and in this case they may be

religious authorities who assumed that they have provided or accomplished
everything according to their own devises.

 
Analogue Nine

 
There are those who say that Mary conceived by means of the Sacred Spirit. They are
confused and know not of what they speak. When has it ever occurred that the female has
conceived by means of the feminine? Mary, who was honored among the Jewish and
other Apostles, was not impregnated by a feminine power. Any power seeking to do that
only defiles itself. So the Master would not have said, “My Father in heaven,” unless he
had an earthly father. He would simply have called him, “Abba.”

 
Therefore, the Master said to his students, “Come, indeed, into the Abba’s house, but do
not take your possessions into it, and do not remove anything from it.”

 
1. This is a difficult passage to interpret in the Coptic text. We have tried to make it

clearer and approach it in one particular way that is hermeneutically consistent.
2. On the one hand this passage seems to indicate that Mary was not impregnated by

(feminine) Spirit, but, perhaps, by (masculine) Father. Nor was she defiled in any
way and remains “virgin” to the Apostles. On the other hand, the last section
seems to contradict a well known saying of Yeshua in the “Lord’s Prayer.” The
Coptic appears somewhat ambiguous and so some  have translated it in the
following way: “The Master would not have said, ‘My Father in heaven,” if he
had an earthly Father. He would have simply said, “My Father.” Translating it
this way, however, seems to contradict the force of the first part of this section.

3. In Jean-Yves Leloup’s translation he links the two possibilities by saying, “The
Teacher would not have said: ‘My Father who is in heaven,’ if he had not been
engendered by another Paternity than the one he had from his earthly father.”

 
Analogue Ten

 
The name “Yeshua” is the private name, and the Christ” is the public or revealed name.
Yeshua does not occur in other languages, but “the Christ” is “Messiah” in Aramaic,
“Christos” in Greek, and its equivalent for “The Anointed One” in the languages of
different peoples. He who has been revealed as the one consecrated to God, however, is
the real secret, and as the Anointed One, he contains everything within his heart: the
human, the archetype, the mystery, and the Father. Some say that first the Master died
and then was raised, but they are confused. First he was resurrected, and then he died.
Those who are resurrected first are like God; they are already alive and can never die.

 
 

1. Secret or private is one word in the original, which could also mean hidden.
2. The Consecrated One could literally be the Nazar, a first-century Jewish ascetic

who was consecrated to God.
3. The heart could also be understood to be Mind or nous, sometimes also called the

Eye of the Heart.



4. The word human is often the code word for Anthropos, the full or completed
human.

5. The word archetype translates the word “angel” which refers to the angelic
dimension of a human being.

 
Analogue Eleven

 
No one hides a thing of great value in something that will attract attention, but folk will
often put objects of worth into a container that is worth little or nothing. Likewise, the
soul—a precious thing—has come to exist in a humble body.

 
1. The words attract attention translate a phrase that means ostentatious or

grandiose.
2. The term humble also means lowly or unassuming.

 
Analogue Twelve

 
There are those who are afraid of being resurrected stripped bare. Their desire, therefore,
is to be raised in a material body, not realizing that someone clothed in flesh is actually
naked. Those who have become beings of light, however, have put off the flesh and yet
they are not bare.

 
It has been said, “flesh and blood cannot inherit God’s kingdom.” So what is it that
cannot inherit that realm and what is it that can? What inherits the Kingdom is that which
is in communion with Yeshua’s blood—for it is he who said, “Whoever does not eat my
flesh and drink my blood does not possess life.” So what is this flesh? It is Logos. And
what is this blood? It is the sacred Spirit. Whoever receives these has both food and
drink, and is fully clothed.

 
However, I must oppose those who deny that neither form or flesh shall rise from the
dead, for both positions are in error—those who say the material form shall rise and those
who say no form will ever rise). Here is what I affirm: those who say that it is the Spirit
and the Light enfleshed, which shall rise. This is because nothing can exist or even be
said without taking form, and nothing can arise apart from it. Everything rises through
some form of incarnation, for everything is held there in its very heart.

 
1. The quote saying that flesh and blood cannot inherit the Kingdom is from St. Paul

and found in I Corinthians 15:50.
2. The term communion has something to do with possessing or belonging to the

blood of Yeshua.
3. Yeshua speaking is a quote from John 6:53.
4. The term translated oppose could also be translated as “resist,” or “censure.”
5. The translation form or flesh is one Greek word in the original text (sarx).

However in this context it is used as both enfleshment or taking a form, and so
these other terms are employed to make those meanings clearer.

 
Analogue Thirteen

 
In this world those who clothe themselves with outer garments are superior to the clothes
they wear. In the heavenly realm, however, the clothing is superior to those who wear
them for they have been clothed by water and purified entirely by fire.

 
Some things are exposed through revelation, and some are hidden in secret, while other
things remain hidden even when revealed. Living water is hidden in baptismal waters,
and fire is hidden in the oil of anointing.

 
1. In the final phrase of the first paragraph it would be possible to translate the last

sentences as “… for they have been clothed by water purified entirely in fire,” but
this translation seems more coherent.



2. The last sentence in the final paragraph expands the translation by adding
baptismal which appears to be understood and oil which is inherent in the term
chrisma or chrismation.

 
Analogue Fourteen

 
Yeshua took everyone by surprise, for he did not reveal himself as he truly was, but only
according to the capacities of those who were able to perceive him. Though everyone was
susceptible to mortality, nevertheless he revealed himself to all. To the great ones he
revealed himself as great; to the little ones he became small. To angels he revealed
himself as angel, to humanity as a man. Yet in all of these the Logos itself was the hidden
secret, though some who saw him realized they were seeing themselves. So when he
revealed himself to his students in glory on the Mountain, he was no longer small, but
grew great and enabled his students also to become great, so that they might perceive his
nobility. On that very day in an act of great thanksgiving he cried, “O You who have
united Perfected Light with Sacred Spirit, come bind our angels to the icons.”

 
1. Mortality (or death) could also be understood as diminishment and loss.
2. In the phrase, some who saw him realized they were seeing themselves makes this

a step forward in their understanding. It could, however, be translated to mean its
opposite; those that saw him were under the illusion that they were only seeing
themselves.

3. The word great may have to do with social status (the Mighty), but it could easily
refer to beings of a higher order, and the “little ones” the humble ones to whom
he came. Greatness could refer to immensity, vastness as well as nobility.

4. The phrase great thanksgiving is actually eucharistia in the original text.
5. In the words Yeshua is said to have cried out in thanksgiving, the terms united and

bind is the word mate or mated in the original—a stronger sense of uniting male
and female, and the terms themselves are grammatically male and female.

6. Perfected Light is light that has been completed (the Greek term teleios).
7. Icons could be rendered images, but the term in the original is exactly icons.

 
Analogue Fifteen

 
Do not reject the Lamb, for without him you will not be able to find the doorway, and, no
one can enter the presence of the King stripped bare.

 
1. The word reject could also be translated by such words as despise, disdain, scorn,

hold in contempt, or disparage.
2. Stripped bare is literally stripped naked.

 
Analogue Sixteen

 
Transcendent Humanity has far more sons and daughters than earthly humanity. If the
sons and daughters of Adam are a multitude even though they continually die, how many
more are the offspring of the Completed Human who do not die but are continuously
being born?

 
The Father is the source of the Son, but it is impossible for the son to be the origin of the
other sons. The one who is begotten, then, is not the source of the other children; rather
he assists in bringing his own siblings into being.

 
1. The Celestial Human is the Man of Heaven, and earthly humanity is the Man of

Earth.
2. Continuously being birthed could also be translated as continually reborn.
3. In the second paragraph the word source translates a colloquialism in Greek

which means “storehouse.”
4. The Father appears to be the source of all, and yet the Son has a hand in creating

brothers and sisters for himself.

 



Analogue Seventeen

 
All those born in this world are begotten physically, but there are those who are also born
of Spirit. Those begotten in God’s heart are called and nourished there in order that they
might reach the promised destiny of transcendence. Grace flows from his mouth—the
source of the Logos, which also nourishes us in order that we might become complete.
Fully realized human beings are, thus, conceived through a kiss, and then they are born.
We should desire, therefore, to kiss one another and assist in each other’s conception
through the love we mutually share.

 
1. The term his mouth refers to the divine mouth from which flows the Logos, but also

points toward the Logos’s mouth from which flows the wisdom we receive.
2. The fully realized human being is the Completed Human.

 
 
 
Analogue Eighteen

 
There were three named “Miriam” who continuously walked with the Master: his mother,
his sister and Magdalene who was called his companion. Thus, Miriam is his mother, his
sister, and his mate.

 
1. Miriam is Maria in the original text.
2. The original word mate implies that Yeshua and Miriam of Magdala were deeply

bonded in some way.

 
Analogue Nineteen

 
The names “Father” and “Son” are single words, and “Sacred Spirit” is, of course,
double. The Father and the Son exist everywhere, in transcendence above and in space-
time below, in what is visible or manifest, and what is invisible and unmanifest. The
Sacred Spirit, however, becomes visible when descending towards the material plane, and
invisible when ascending towards transcendent realities.

 
1. Sacred Spirit translates Spirit who is holy.
2. Space-time and the material plane translate the word “earth” in Coptic referring

to the realm of matter in space and time where humans currently dwell.
3. Visible or unmanifest and invisible and unmanifest are single words which could

be translated also as revealed and hidden.
4. The terms descending and ascending are implied in the use of the term “in the

direction of.”

 
Analogue Twenty

 
Saints and sages are often served even by oppressive powers which have been blinded by
the Sacred Spirit. These powers imagine that it is they who are affecting humanity when
in fact they are actually serving sacred beings. It is for this reason that once when one of
his students asked the Master concerning an issue involving this world, he replied, “Ask
your Mother. She will give you something coming from other worlds.”

 
1. Saints and sages translate the holy ones.
2. The term affecting humanity could also be translated as “serving humanity.”

 
Analogue Twenty-One

 
The apostles said this to their students, “May our offerings be salted.” They called “salt,”
wisdom, for without its savor nothing is acceptable. Yet, wisdom itself remains barren
without a son. She is called “Mother,” therefore, because in her there is salt which has



been found for us by the Sacred Spirit who assists in making many children.

 
That which the Father possesses belongs also to the children, but as long as they remain
in their infancy, nothing is ever entrusted to them. When, however, they mature, all that
the Father possesses he willingly gives to them.

 
1. In the sentences beginning with “So she is called Mother…” there is a small

section missing from the original text which makes this sentence difficult to
translate. This translation is one possible recreation of the text. Other translations
say that salt is found in the place where they shall be as they have been…they
themselves being found by the Holy Spirit.”

2. The term Father is used in this and in many early Christian texts to mean,
primarily, the Source or Origin of all things.

3. The terms son in the text signifies many possibilities: Logos as first manifestation
from the Source, as the manifestation of Being or creation which is the “child of
the Source,” as humanity and especially the Son of Humanity who is the
archetype for all human beings. Since son stands for all human beings, which is
stated at the end of the first paragraph, it is possible to translate it as a plurality
of sons and daughters, or children, as has been done here.

 
Analogue Twenty-Two

 
Those who stray are both born of Spirit and yet led astray by Spirit, for it is through the
Spirit as breath that the fire both blazes up and is extinguished.

 
Wisdom is one reality and death is another. (Wisdom, khomath, in Aramaic is simply
Sophia in Greek). From death comes the wisdom of death, so that those acquainted with
death do indeed possess a certain kind of wisdom, though it is a minor one.

 
1. The word spirit in the ancient languages is also breath so in many cases it carries a

double meaning as it does here.
2. The parenthetical remark about Aramaic and Greek is in the original text.

 
Analogue Twenty-Three

 
Among the animals there are those such as oxen and donkeys, as well as others, which
are submissive to human beings, and there are those in the wild which are not. We feed
ourselves and provide for both tame and wild animals by plowing the fields with those
submissive to us. In the same way the first Realized Human Being makes use of the
powers submissive to him to bring everything in existence under cultivation, and for this
reason whatever there is whether for good or ill, on the right-hand or on the left, exists. It
is, however, the Sacred Spirit who shepherds each separate being and who commands
both the submissive as well as the wild and lonely powers so that she is able to control
and use their energies even beyond their own desires.

 
1. The first Realized Human Being here would refer, it appears, to the first the

Anointed One who has reached maturity ahead of the rest of us.
2. The sentence which says that the first Realized Human Being uses submissive

powers to “plow” things into existence is faithful to the wording used in the
original text.

 
 
 
Analogue Twenty-Four

 
Adam was formed in creation and then there were those begotten through him, but you
cannot find nobility in his progeny. If Adam had been begotten instead of made, his seed
would likewise have been noble-minded, but he was made and they were begotten, so
where is the nobility? First there occurred adultery and then murder, for the Slayer was



begotten in adultery, being the son of the serpent. Thus he became a murder like his true
father and killed his brother. Any partnership, therefore, between unlike beings is a form
of adultery.

 
1. The word nobility is Greek and could also be translated as honor or well-born.
2. The implication is that if Adam had been begotten (born of God) and not made by

God he would have had noble progeny.
3. The word partnership is the word “koinonia” in Greek.

 
Analogue Twenty-Five

 
God is a dyer in the same way that colors called true or permanent are used for dying the
things placed into them.  This is the heart of the matter—God uses dyes that are not
perishable, but are permanent—immortal colors, and plunges those immersed in it into an
abundance of water.

 
1. The terms plunges translates the Greek word baptize.

 
Analogue Twenty-Six

 
It is not possible for a person to see the higher realities of existence unless that person has
become as real as they are. Not so, however, with individuals in this world. A person can
see the sun without becoming the sun, or the heavens and earth without becoming them.
Matters of truth, however, are different. What you see from beyond comes because you
yourself are transcending towards them. You’ve seen the Spirit because you are becoming
Spirit. You’ve seen the Anointed One because you yourself are becoming anointed.
You’ve seen the Father because you are becoming fatherly. However, in this world
though you see everything, still you do not see yourself. Should you come to see yourself
in that realm beyond this world, you would become what you see.

 
1. The phrase realities of existence translates a comparable phrase in the original

text which suggests that one perceives those things in that place where they are
grounded or established.

2. In the final sentences there is a missing piece which suggests that one sees both
into this world and into the realm of spirit beyond the world.

 
 
Analogue Twenty-Seven

 
Faith receives and loves gives. Without faith no one can receive, and no one can give
who does not love. We are, therefore, made to trust in order that we may receive, and
caused to love in order that we might give. For if one gives without love, there is no
benefit in the giving.

 
1. The essential meaning of the Greek word for faith is not about belief in things, but

about trust. Faith and trust translate the same Greek term “pistis.”
2. The term used for love is the Greek word agape.

 
Analogue Twenty-Eight

 
Anyone unreceptive to the transcendent continues on in lower realities.

 
1. The implication of this saying is that the level of religious or spiritual

consciousness reflected by the Hebrew tradition can be transcended by following
the Master. If, however, one does not receive the Master’s guidance that individual
remains only at the Hebraic level of consciousness.

2. The original text uses the externalized and exoteric aspects of Hebrew culture and
religion as the metaphor for this state of being. It expressed the idea in term of



receptivity to or rejection of the Jewish Master, Yeshua: “Whoever does not
receive the Master continues on as a Hebrew.

 
Analogue Twenty-Nine

 
The Apostles before us called Yeshua the Nazarite, the Messiah, which means that
Yeshua the Nazarite was the Anointed One. Of his names, the last is the title, the
Anointed One (the Christ). The first is the name Yeshua, and the middle is Nazarite. The
title Messiah has a double meaning. It is both the Anointed One, and one who has been
weighed or measured out. Yeshua is a Hebrew word meaning salvation or restoration, and
Nazar refers to the truth. The Nazarite, then, is the Truth who as the Anointed One
measures out, and the Nazarite and Yeshua are the measurements.

 
1. This interesting Analogue works with the ancient names and titles of Yeshua which

is his actual name, and the other two are titles.
2. It is not clear how the author of this Gospel is arriving at the various meanings he

uses in this text. These may perhaps refer to Coptic variations.
3. In the original understanding of the first-century, a person who was nazar was

dedicated or consecrated to God in a special way. It may be, then, that such
dedication is also understood to be to the Truth.

 
Analogue Thirty

 
If a pearl is cast into the mud it does not lose its value, nor does it have any greater value
if it is rubbed with ointment. It is of immense worth to its owner no matter what befalls it
at any time. So it is with the sons and daughters of God; regardless of what happens to
them they are held as precious in the Father’s heart.

 
 
 
Analogue Thirty-One

 
If you say, “I am a Jew,” no one will be surprised by that.  If you say, “I am a Roman,” it
will disturb no one. If you say, “I am a Greek, or a barbarian, a slave or a freeman,” no
one will pay much attention. If, however, you say, “I am the Christ,” it will indeed cause
a reaction. May it be that I receive whatever is needed to withstand in the kosmos when
that is uttered!

 
1. The terms surprised, disturbed, and pay attention have the force of causing no real

reaction or response.
2. The term Christ appears to be the original word kristikos (but in the Coptic

christianos is a term meaning Christian). The intention here appears to be that of
becoming completely one with the Anointed One so that one can call him or
herself the Christ in contrast to the word kosmikos (aligned with the kosmos).
The one associated with the kosmos will react to the other association of the
kristikos.

 
Analogue Thirty-Two

 
People have been sacrificed to gods who “devoured” human beings. Before humans,
animals were sacrificed to these so-called “divinities.” Whoever receives such sacrifices,
however, are not, in fact, divine.

 
1. The intent of the word devour is to indicate a cannibalistic sacrifice.
2. The whole sacrificial system and teaching seems to be in question here.

 
Analogue Thirty-Three

 



Both vessels made out of glass as well as those made from clay come into being through
fire. When glass vessels break they can be remade because they are formed by breath.
When pottery breaks, however, it is destroyed, for it has been made without breath.

 
1. The term clay is actually pottery made of clay.
2. Breath here, of course, refers to glass-blowing.

 
Analogue Thirty-Four

 
A donkey turning a millstone walks a hundred miles, but in the end, it finds itself back at
the same place it started. There are humans who likewise travel hither and yon, but who
have made no progress anywhere. When darkness falls they cannot discern a city from a
village, artifacts from nature, a lower power from a higher power. These wretched ones
have labored in vain.

 
1. The word travel could also be translated as journey.
2. The list of items, which cannot be discerned, may be in contrast to one another, as

is, translated here, or simply a list, none of which can be seen after darkness falls.
3. The phrase a lower power from a higher power translates a Coptic phrase which

simply says “power from an angel.” Higher and lower is implied by the use of
these two terms and so is translated in a way that will make it more clear.

 
 
Analogue Thirty-Five

 
Yeshua is the Eucharistic feast, because in Aramaic he is called farisatha – the One
opened out and extended over all, for he came to bring the system of this world to death
by means of the cross.

 
1. This short analogue has many interesting complexities. The first concerns the

phrasing at the beginning, which in the original simply says, “the Eucharist is
Yeshua.”

2. The Aramaic farisatha has the idea of being spread out and thus made vulnerable
or open to the whole world.

3. The final phrasing concerning crucifixion could simply be translated, “for he came
to crucify the kosmos. A more graphic translation might be, “for he came to nail
the system of this world to the cross” which is not literal, but completely dynamic.

 
Analogue Thirty-Six

 
The Master went into the dye works of Levi and took seventy-two colors and threw them
into a vat, but then what he drew up out of it was entirely white. “This,” he said, “is the
way in which the Son of Humanity comes to you as a dyer.”

 
1. It is not clear whether he drew the colors back out of the vat or the cloth that was

being dyed. Whatever came out was entirely white, however.
2. Son of Humanity is translated in the authorized English versions as Son of Man.

 
Analogue Thirty-Seven

 
The wisdom which some call barren, is herself the Mother of the Angels.

 
The companion of the Anointed One was Miriam of Magdala, for the Master appeared to
love her more than the other students, and many times would kiss her on the mouth.
When the others saw his love for her they asked him,

“Why do you love her more than the rest of us?”
“Do not I love you as I love her?” the Savior answered.

 



When someone who is blind is in the dark with someone who can see they are no
different from one another. But when the light comes, and the one who can see beholds
the light, the blind person remains in the darkness still.

 
1. The word barren could also be translated as sterile.
2. Miriam of Magdala is, of course, Mary Magdalene.
3. Yeshua’s answer to their question may be simply a rhetorical question that implies

he loves them as well, but in this case differently.
4. The particular way that we have chosen to translate this text emphasizes a meaning

that says the students are blinded to the fact that Yeshua loves them as much as he
loves Mary Magdalene, but they cannot see it (using the next paragraph as the
answer to why Yeshua responds as he does). The word appeared is thus an
interpretive word added to clarify this way of translating the text. However
another understanding could be that Yeshua does love Mary Magdalene more
than them and so the last sentences would say “So why do I not love you as much
as I love her?” and the answer would be that they are blind and she is not.
However this seems to contradict other aspects of this Gospel which says that
love transcends such divisions.

 
Analogue Thirty-Eight

 
The Master said, “Blessed are all who existed before coming into being, for all who are
now, both existed before and shall ever be.”

 
The transcendence of human beings is not obvious to the naked eye. It remains hidden
from view, but the result is that humans have mastery over creation, even over those
creatures which are larger and stronger. Through what is manifest and what is hidden, we
are able to survive. When, however, humans separate from nature, then everything begins
to devour and destroy itself, because there is no mutual nourishment. But when human
beings cherish and cultivate the earth, then all things are properly fed.

 
1. The term naked eye translates a phrase indicating what is externally revealed.
2. Human beings which are separated from nature or the natural order, the original

text says, kill off their mutuality.

 
Analogue Thirty-Nine

 
If one goes down into the water and comes up having received nothing and then says, “I
too am the Christ,” he or she is Christian in name only and has simply taken the Name
“on loan.” But if he or she receives the gift of the sacred Spirit, then that Name has also
been received as a gift, which can never be taken away, whereas a loan can always be
recalled.

 
1. The word “Christ” is used here to translate a word chosen in the Coptic text that

seems to indicate the literal meaning of the name Christ as an Anointed One,
which is the direct result of Yeshua’s own baptism.

2. The term on loan is rendered as is from the original text.

 
Analogue Forty

 
This is the way one lives into the mysteries. There is magnificence to the mystery of
marital union, for the world is a complex system based upon humankind, and human
society itself is grounded in marriage. So contemplate, then, instead the union of pure
spiritual embrace, for it has great power. Its image, however, is found in physical sexual
union.

 
1. The focus upon the world is not upon the physical reality of the planet, but upon the

world systems created by humans, which we call the “human world.”
2. The phrase the union of pure spiritual embrace (borrowed in part from Jean-Yves

Leloup’s translation) is a positive way of translating the original “undefiled



koinonia” in the Coptic text. The attempt here is to translate the direct meaning
without recourse to the negativity of the word (defile and defilement) used in the
Coptic. That word implies that there is moral or spiritual pollution or defilement
through sexual union, which is contradicted, it seems, in the opening statements.
“Coming together without conjugal relations” might be another but more
complicated way of describing the same meaning.

3. Physical sexual union in the final sentence uses the same word “defilement.”

 
Analogue Forty-One

 
There are both male and female spirits, which at heart are unclean or impure. Males
spirits seek to mate with souls that inhabit a female form, and female spirits seek an
unequal relationship with a male form. So no one, then, is able to escape being seized by
their compulsions if they have not received both the power of the male and the female in
equal balance. It is in the iconic Bridal Chamber, where the bride is united with the
bridegroom that this balance is attained. Outside that union, unwisely females see a lone
male and begin to flirt with him until they are engaged in sexual relations. Likewise,
males who see a beautiful female by themselves will, out of lust, try to seduce and then
sexually coerce her. Yet when the male and female sit side-by-side together in mutuality,
neither will coerce the other nor be coerced. This only occurs when the image and the
Archetype are united in mutuality. And so in this world, even where the forces are strong,
they are not able to seize hold of one who has manifestly transcended both the fear and
force of the flesh. This individual’s self-mastery is so precious an element that they are
able to withstand the violent reactions of the multitudes that wish to seize and suffocate
them out of envy. Are not such individuals able then to escape through the divine reality?
Are they, then, ever really afraid?

 
There are, of course, those who pray frequently, “O keep us safe from the unclean and
demonic forces, for we are the faithful ones!” But if they had only possessed the Sacred
Spirit, nothing unclean would ever cling to them. So neither fear the flesh nor love it. For
if you fear it, it will become your master, and if you love it, it will devour and suffocate
you.

 
1. The phrase iconic Bridal Chamber translates a phrase in the original which says

that the Bridal Chamber is “icon-like,” or in Greek “ikonikos.” In the Semitic
tradition to which Philip clearly belongs, the Bridal Chamber is understood to
exist within a heart that is virgin or virginal. The Bridal Chamber is the heart.

2. The phrase the image and the Archetype puts into modern parlance a similar
phrase in the original text, “icon (or the image of God in us) and our angel” (the
Angel is the image’s archetypal form as it was understood in ancient
cosmologies).

3. The fear and the force of the flesh could also be translated as the “attraction and
repulsion of the flesh.”

4. In the second paragraph, the term forces translates the word “spirits.”
5. The word suffocate could also be translated as “strangle.”

 
Analogue Forty-Two

 
In this world, one can exist either in the realm of resurrection, or in a domain between
them.  May it be that I am not found in the latter place! Both good and evil exist here, but
the good is not an unmixed good, nor the evil pure evil. Yet in that region, which is death,
pure evil does exist. So while we are here in this world, it is to our advantage to be born
into the resurrection, so that when the flesh is finally stripped away and we are naked, we
shall find ourselves in the place of rest, and not wandering about in limbo. But on their
earthly pilgrimage many do indeed go astray. Thus it is good to come out of this world’s
system into that place where humankind existed before it became lost.

 
There are those, of course, who neither long for this, nor are they capable of
accomplishing it. And still others who, though they wish for it, can never achieve it
because they have no sustained practice. For it is “desire” itself, then, that turns many
towards wrongdoing, and the absence of hunger for right-relatedness both blocks a
deeper desire and the ability to bring it about.



 
1. The term limbo translates the idea of a middle state between realms which is the

exact wording used in the Coptic text.
2. The word rest can also be translated “repose” which are said to be the state

transcending the world of restlessness which is common to this world.
3. Right-relatedness is the essence of the term in Greek which is usually translated as

“righteousness.”

 
Analogue Forty-Three

 
In a vision, one of the Apostles saw some who were shut up in a house on fire crying out
with loud and fiery voices. They had been cast into the fire, but there was water there and
they said to themselves, “Is not the water here meant to save us from death?” Misled by
their desires, death, which is called the “outer darkness,” was their punishment.

 
Our enemy, therefore, comes to us from out of the waters with fire. And we ourselves
have also come forth out of the waters with soul and the spirit and full of light, which is
possessed by all the sons and daughters of the Bridal Chamber. Fire is also in the oil of
anointing and light is within the fire. I am not speaking here, however, about light
without form, but rather of the light whose appearance takes the form of a brilliant
whiteness and full of beauty, and whose glory gives beauty to everything else.

 
1. This first paragraph is difficult to recreate and translate since there are many gaps

in the text. Where the water is exactly is not clear, but it is either near or
available, at least, to sight.

2. The word punishment could also be “chastisement” or even “sentence.”
3. In the second paragraph, again there is a missing piece at the beginning which

most reconstruct as “the Enemy.” It could be otherwise.
4. The phrase sons and daughters translates the single word “son” which is

understood to be a person or individual coming from the Bridal Chamber. These
individuals can perhaps be understood to be those produced from the Bridal
Chamber.

5. Form and appearance are the same word.

 
Analogue Forty-Four

 
Truth did not come to us in this world naked. Rather it was clothed with symbol and
image, for it cannot be received in any other way. There is rebirth into another time, and
there is the image of that rebirth, but it is truly imperative that one not be reborn in
symbol only. So what, then, is the resurrection and its image or symbol—for resurrection
comes through the icon? And what is the image of the Bridal Chamber—for through its
icon one is brought into the truth of the restoration of all things? It is crucial, then, not
simply to come to birth through the Father, the Son, and the Sacred Spirit in name only,
but to be born through them in actuality. Whoever is not given birth by them will also
have their names, which one received in the anointing that comes from the power of the
cross, removed.  These individuals have not simply received the anointing—which the
Apostles called the union of the opposites of the right and the left—but they have also
themselves become “the Christ,” the Anointed One.

 
The Master accomplished all this through the mysteries: Baptism, Anointing, Eucharist.
Restoration to fullness of being, and the Bridal Chamber, saying, “I have come to make
the inner as the outer, and the outer as the inner.” Everything he said he spoke by means
of signs and images concerning that place which is transcendent to this one. And all those
who confirm, “I am the Christ,” also come from that transcendent place beyond
confusion.

 
1. The term rebirth is literally “birth of another time.”
2. The two words, icon and image translate the same term, which in Greek is literally

“icon.” However the word “type” is used with “icon” to describe how truth has
come into the world.

3. It is difficult to understand the meaning of the two statements concerning



resurrection and the bridal chamber and their icons, since in the statement about
rebirth it is important not to be reborn in symbol only, whereas in these latter two
the action seems to come through the image or icon. The phrases seem to be
entirely parenthetical in nature.

4. The term mysteries is sometimes translated as “sacraments,” but the term,
nonetheless is mysteries (musterion).

5. The word restoration to fullness of being is a Greek word which is often translated
simply as “salvation,” though it clearly means far more than that and is perhaps
better translated with this entire phrase for clarity.

 
Analogue Forty-Five

 
When that which is from above comes into manifestation it is commonly thought to be
“from below.” When something is hidden or unmanifest it is often said to be “from
above.” It is important, therefore, that the interior and the exterior exist together beyond
all externals, and for this reason the Master called the schism between them an “outer
darkness” because transcendence cannot exist there.  He also says, “My Father dwells in
secret, so go into the hidden chamber and shut the door and commune there with the One
who is in this hidden place within you.” The Father is there in your innermost being, and
there is no other place transcendent to this, which is the Fullness beyond all “place.”

 
Before the Anointed One appeared, no one could return to that “place” from which they
had come, and neither could they leave this external place that they had entered. But
when the Anointed One came, he brought interiority into the external world, and those
caught within the outer world, he took inside. 

1. The phrase schism between them translates the word for destruction or fracture.
2. The hidden or secret place might then be thought of as the Bridal Chamber itself.

It is also the place of Fullness, the pleroma.
3. The place of transcendence is actually “no place” for it is not situated in space or

time, but it is the point or place of origins, and, as this passage suggests, it can
be found within.

4. In the last paragraph the terms outer or external world, as well as inner place or
world are made clearer by adding the terms “place” and “world.”

 
Analogue Forty-Six

 
In the days when the feminine Eve was held within the masculine Adam, there was no
death, but when they were separated out from one another, then death came into
existence. But if, once again, she returns inward and he receives her inside, death shall
cease to be.

 
When the Master cried from the cross, “My God, my God, why have you abandoned
me,” he was separated below from that which was above—from what had originally been
begotten together and brought forth by God through the Sacred Spirit.

 
But then the Master rose from death, and was as he had been before, except now he came
in a body that had been perfected. He was still incarnated in flesh, but this time in a new
kind of flesh, which in our present incarnation we have not yet reached, remaining only
images of what is real.

 
1. In the first paragraph of the analogue, the emphasis is not only on the separation

of the masculine and the feminine (those terms being put in the translation to help
clarify that issue), but also implicitly the inner (Eve) from the outer (Adam)—thus
the use of the phrases, she returns inward and he receives her inside.

2. In the second paragraph the focus is upon the vertical union of what is above with
that which is below. In Yeshua the two were united as one by the Spirit.

3. Resurrection is the sign of the completed form where inner and outer, above and
below are brought together into a new union which the newly completed body or
form will hold together in unity. What we experience now is only a shadow
 (analogue or image) of what is true or real.

 



 
 
Analogue Forty-Seven

 
Let not the Bridal Chamber be for animals, slaves, or harlots. Rather, let it be for those
both free and virginal!

 
Indeed we have been begotten and brought into being by the aid of the Sacred Spirit, and
then we were reborn by means of the Anointed One. In both cases it is Spirit who has
anointed us, and having thus been reborn, we are now “married” beings.

 
No one can see the reflection of themselves in water or in a mirror without light, and no
one can see that light without water or a mirror to reflect it.  To see one’s true self, it is
necessary to be immersed in both—the light as well as the water, and the light is present
in the oil of anointing.

 
1. In each of these paragraphs the emphasis is upon the movement toward or

realization of union. The Bridal Chamber as the place of union can only be
experienced under certain conditions.

2. Union itself is the coupling, marrying, uniting, or mating of the two “birthed”
forms of ourselves—physical and spiritual. In each case, as the second paragraph
explains, it is the Spirit who assists. Perhaps the image, then, is that of the
midwife who is present at the birth in each instance.

3. In the third image immersion (the original text uses the Greek term “baptism”) into
both water (literally in the first birth and figuratively in the second birth) and
light (second birth) are the two instances which are united in one being to
produce one new form of humanity.

 
Analogue Forty-Eight

 
At the temple in Jerusalem there are three chambers to which one can bring an offering.
One opens to the West called the Holy Place. The second opens to the South and is called
the Holy of Holies, and the third opens to the East, which is the Holiest of all where only
the High Priest may enter. Immersion or baptism brings one into the Holy Place.
Restoration to fullness of being is the Holy of Holies, and the Holiest Place is the Bridal
Chamber.

 
Immersion leads to resurrection, resurrection leads to the great restoration, and
restoration leads to union in the Bridal Chamber, which transcends everything else, for
nothing can be compared to it.

 
Those who pray over Jerusalem, loving her because they already dwell within her, behold
her as she now is. These are called the holiest of the Holy Ones.

 
The veil in the Temple was torn in two to reveal the Bridal Chamber, which is nothing
other than the image of the heavenly Temple. The curtain of the Temple on earth was torn
from top to bottom, but it is entirely fitting for that which is below to move upward to
that which is above.

 
1. Reference to the various parts of the Temple in Jerusalem is not perfectly clear in

Coptic. It may be that it is referring to gateways. On the other hand it may be
chambers within the Temple.

2. In the second paragraph the progression from one spiritual state to another is
implied.

3. The final paragraph in which, again, the subject is the Temple appears in this
passage to refer to a higher Temple beyond our space-time coordinates.

 
Analogue Forty-Nine



 
The powers that be can do nothing against those who have been clothed in perfected
light. They can neither see nor seize them, for they have been vested with light through
the mysteries of spiritual marriage.

 
If the female had not been separated from the male, she would never have died with the
male. Her separation, however, became the cause and origin of death. It is for this reason
that the Anointed One came that he might remedy this condition by uniting the masculine
and the feminine together again. When the feminine and the masculine come together in
spiritual union within the Bridal Chamber, therefore, they are no longer separated—a
separation which occurred when Adam and Eve united outside the Bridal Chamber.

 
Adam’s soul was brought into being by the Breath whose spouse is the Anointed One.
The Spirit gave Adam his soul, for she is the soul’s mother. But because he had not yet
been united to the Logos, the dominant powers were able to deceive him. Still, all those
who unite to the Sacred Spirit in the secret place within are invited one by one into the
Bridal Chamber where they are joined in spiritual marriage.

 
1. The term perfected light is light which has been completed and made perfect.
2. The third paragraph does not specify what the powers are which are able to

deceive, but they appear to be equivalent to the archons (lower level powers
which influence the world).

3. Spiritual marriage is a term that has been used in tradition for this idea which is
expressed in Coptic as the “mating” or the union of opposites.

4. The terms masculine and feminine can also be translated as male and female.
5. In the final phrase of the second paragraph that says Adam and Eve united outside

the Bridal Chamber, the original says “mated outside the Bridal Chamber.”
6. In the final paragraph Breath and Spirit, two separated words in the Coptic

version, are identified as the same element and being.
7. The phrase the secret place within translates a portion of the text which has other

words missing, but the word “the secret” is in the text, which has been used
elsewhere to mean the inner realm.

 
Analogue Fifty

 
At the river Jordan Yeshua revealed the great fullness that is the Kingdom of the
Heavens, which existed before all things. There he was begotten as the son. There he was
anointed. There he was restored to fullness of being. And from there he began the great
Restoration.

 
So let us speak then of this great mystery in this way: The Father of All came down and
united with “the virgin,” and on that day made light shine forth from the fire—revealing
to us the power of the Bridal Chamber. Because of this, also on that day Yeshua came
into fullness of being, coming forth from the Bridal Chamber as a bridegroom with his
bride. It was also in this way that the balance of All was established in Yeshua’s heart so
that by means of this each of his students might have access to enter into his Rest.

 
1. The Kingdom of the Heavens could also be translated as the “realm” or

“sovereignty” of the heavens.
2. The phrase restored to fullness of being is the full meaning of the word

“salvation” or “restoration.”
3. We put the term “the virgin” in quotes because this text appears to be making a

claim about the virgin soul of Yeshua and not about the Virgin, his mother.
4. The All regarding the Father of All is the same word used for the phrase the

balance of All. This particular way of translating the term “the All” or “the
Totality” puts emphasis on the fact that nothing is missing and everything is
present and in balance—which is the direct meaning of that term.

5. There is an ambiguity in the original text concerning a word that could be
translated as “embodied.” We have chosen instead to translate it as came into
fullness of being. One could possibly make a case that it is the Father who is
embodied, for clearly Yeshua is the embodiment of the Father. Here, however, it is



Yeshua who came forth in a body that was now saturated with Spirit. In the
translation the term Yeshua has been signified, which is then emphasized in the
original text in the last sentence.

6. The term Rest is the Greek word used for “repose” which implies the place of
balance and equilibrium between opposites.

 
Analogue Fifty-One

 
Adam came into being from two virgins: the Spirit and the virgin Earth. The Anointed
One, therefore, was also born of a virgin so that the stumbling, which occurred at the
beginning, might be rectified.

 
There are two trees in paradise: the one produces beasts, and the other produces
humankind. It was Adam who ate from the tree producing beasts and so he himself not
only became bestial, but gave birth to the same. Because of this, human beings began to
worship animals. It was in this way, also, that Adam took from the fruit of that tree and
multiplied and distributed it, so by eating its fruit, humans gave birth to humans, and also
began to worship other humans.

 
It was God, however, who created human beings, but it was humans who created their
own gods. So this has been the way it is in this world; humans create their own gods and
worship them. It would be far more fitting if the gods of their own creation worshiped
humans instead!

 
1. The word for beasts and animals are the same word in the original.
2. In the second paragraph the sentence that begins, “It was in this way, also, that

Adam took…” is unclear in the original text because there are pieces missing
from the original text. This rendering makes sense in the context, but may not
accurately reflect the original Coptic.

 
Analogue Fifty-Two

 
The truth regarding the deeds of humanity is this: Deeds come from human power called
“abilities,” but another “accomplishment” of humans is the progeny born to them from
out of a period of rest. Through power humans are able to govern, and yet children also
reveal accomplishment, though they come from this state of repose. You will see, then,
that this applies all across the imagery used to mirror human beings: personal
accomplishment is done through effort or power, and yet through rest or repose children
are begotten.

 
In this world slaves are forced to work for those who are free-born. In the Realm of the
Heavens, however, it is the free-born who act to serve the slaves—for the children born
from the Bridal Chamber are created to serve the sons and daughters of natural birth. All
the children of the Bridal Chamber bear the same name—Rest. And they share it
mutually and need nothing else, for in their awareness they contemplate the glorious
beauty of the Icons. This is true immortality, for these dwell in the sacred Bridal Chamber
receiving all the glory of those who have reached fulfillment.

 
1. The first paragraph of contrasts is compactly written, but seems to compare the

outer deeds of humans on the horizontal plane with their inner accomplishments,
children.

2. Rest and repose are the same word, and stand for that superior state of being and
consciousness in which things are held in unity and balance without compulsion
or coercion.

3. The phrase natural birth translates “marriage” (gamos in Greek).
4. The term immortality is a Greek term meaning “deathlessness.”

 
Analogue Fifty-Three

 
Those who go down into the waters of baptism are not immersed into death, but brought



forth into the great Restoration, which the Anointed One himself inaugurated by bringing
those whom he called into its fulfillment through his Name. For it is in this way that he
completes the right-relationship between all things.

 
Those who say that they will die and then be raised are confused. If while still alive they
do not first enter the resurrection, they will receive nothing when they die. It is in this
way, then, that we must understand the greatness of immersion, for those who receive it,
live.

 
1. The various terms waters of baptism and immersion are, in the original, “waters”

and the Greek word baptizo.
2. The phrase completes the right-relationships between all things translates the

standard “fulfills all righteousness.” The original Coptic uses the Greek term
dikaiosune, which at root means right-relationship.

3. The word raised could also be translated as “resurrected.”
4. The phrase enter the resurrection translates “receives the resurrection.”

 
Analogue Fifty-Four

 
It is said by the Apostle Philip that Joseph the Carpenter planted a grove of trees in his
garden because he needed the wood for his craft. And from the trees he had planted the
cross was made, and on that cross his own seed hung. The seed was Yeshua, and what he
planted became the cross. Yet the Tree of Life exists in the midst of the garden of
paradise and it also is an olive tree from whose heart the oil of anointing flows unto the
resurrection.

 
This world devours its dead and those who are eaten die from within, at the level of the
heart. Truth, however, is fed by life and so anyone who is nourished by it will never die.
Yeshua has come to us from that Realm of Truth and has brought us true food, and to
those desiring it he gave them back their lives again so that they may never die.

 
1. This is the first time that Philip appears in the text by name. Apparently this story is

one related by him. It is clearly a story based upon metaphors and analogues.
2. The Realm of Truth may be the Kingdom as is commonly understood, but more

importantly as that Realm experienced and known from within as this paragraph
seems to indicate.

 
Analogue Fifty-Five

 
God created the garden of paradise and humankind dwelt there, but God’s desires were
not in their hearts. Their longings were elsewhere. And in this garden it was said—even
to me—“You may eat of this, but you cannot consume that, though you desire it.” That is
the place, therefore, where I myself ate many different things, and also the place where
the Tree of Knowledge killed Adam. Yet it is that same Tree of Knowledge which shall
also enliven humanity.

 
In the past, the commandments were the Tree for they gave us knowledge of what is good
and evil, but they could not cure humanity of evil, nor preserve us in that which is good.
Instead, they caused those who took them into their hearts to die. And so the
commandment, “Eat this! Do not eat that!” became the origin of death.

 
1. In the second paragraph after being told that God created paradise and humankind

dwelt there, the original text is missing letters and words, which have been
reconstructed in this particular way: “but God’s desires were not in their hearts.
Their longings were elsewhere.” What exists in the text suggests that this may be
a close reconstruction.

2. The parenthetical remark even to me is in the text almost as an exclamatory
statement, as is the phrase, I myself ate many different things.

3. The Tree of Knowledge translates the original word “gnosis” being the word for
knowledge, but perhaps more importantly an “inner knowledge.”



 
Analogue Fifty-Six

 
The oil of anointing is superior to the waters of immersion, for because of the anointing
we too are also called “the Christ” just as Yeshua was called the Anointed One because of
the anointing oil. For the Father anoints the Son, and the Son anoints the Apostles, and
the Apostles have anointed us. The One who was first anointed, however, received it
completely: its resurrection, its light, its cross, and its Sacred Spirit. All of this the Father
bestowed upon him in the Bridal Chamber, for he received it there. The Father lives in
the Son and the Son lives in the Father. This, then, is the Realm of the Heavens.

 
From a place of profound understanding the Master said: “Some have attained the Realm
of Heaven laughing.” These came forth from out of this world rejoicing, for they went
down into the water as anointed ones and rose out of it again as masters over all. They
did not consider what they had done as some mere diversion. Instead they cast off this
world of impermanence in favor of the Heavenly Realm. Recognizing the world’s order
for what it is, a game being played, they rejected it, and emerged out of it laughing.

 
The world’s system as we know it fell away from those who made it. Their ambition was
that it be imperishable and deathless. Those who created it, however, never realized their
ambitions, for they themselves fell away. There is, therefore, nothing deathless or
immortal about the system of this world, nor about those who created it.  Things certainly
exist, but they are impermanent. Only true sons and daughters, then, can attain
immortality, and no one gain eternity without first becoming a true son or a daughter.
Those who have not received this gift, how can they possibly give it away?

 
1. The word superior could also be translated as “master.”
2. When it says the Father lives in the Son the phrase could equally be translated as

the Father “exists” or “is” in the Son.
3. The opening word in the second paragraph speaks of a state or place of excellence

(kalos) from which the Master spoke, which we have translated as From a place
of profound understanding.

4. The term diversion is the same word in the original Coptic as the later word game.
5. The terms cast off and rejected are the same in the original and could be translated

also by the word “disdained.”
6. In the final paragraph, the phrase the world system as we know it translates the

Greek term kosmos which is used in the early teachings to describe this
“constructed world of human impermanence” also describing the world’s order.

7. The words a son or a daughter translates the original word “son” which could
also be understood as the genderless word child. The word true is used to
designate those who have emerged out of the world of humanity into the Realm of
Heaven as opposed to those who are still in it and unable to see its impermanence
and illusory nature.

8. The word gift is added to indicate its gratuity, since humans or even higher beings
are not the source.

 
Analogue Fifty-Seven

 
The Eucharistic chalice contains wine and water symbolizing the blood over which
thanks is given. The cup, however, is filled with Spirit, which is for the perfecting of
humanity. Whoever, therefore, drinks from the cup becomes a completed being.

 
Likewise, the living water is itself a being in order that we might become clothed with
that living body. It is for this reason, then, that whoever goes down into the water stripped
naked, emerges out of it clothed with divine Being.

 
Horses naturally give birth to horses, humans to humans, and God gives birth to God.
This is the way that sons and daughters are born from the Lover and Beloved in the
Bridal Chamber. Jews did not come into being from Greeks, and Christians came into
being not from Jews, but from other anointed ones. It is good, then, to call the offspring
who have been chosen by the Sacred Spirit, the “True Humanity” and “Sons and



Daughters of The Human One,” born from the seed of the Son of Humanity. This new
race bears the name “True Human” in this world, and it is here, in this very place, where
they become the sons and daughters of the Bridal Chamber.

 
1. The words perfecting of humanity could also be translated as “the perfected

humanity.”
2. The words completed being are the completed or perfect human that has been

mentioned throughout the text.
3. In the second paragraph, in the first line that speaks about living water as a being

the term used is “body.”
4. The phrase God gives birth to God could be translated “a god gives birth to god.”
5. Lover and Beloved are “bride and groom” in the original.
6. The Son of Humanity translates the common phraseology “the Son of Man.”
7. The words offspring or race can translate the same word genos in Greek.
8. Sons and daughters translates the original words “sons” which are understood to

be the children.

 
Analogue Fifty-Eight

 
The embrace of opposites occurs in this world: masculine and feminine, strength and
weakness. In the Great Age—the Aion—something similar to what we call embrace
occurs as well, but though we use the same name for it, forms of union there transcend
what can be described here. For in that place there exists that which is stronger than the
greatest force and those who are superior to all force.

 
There is being and there is non-being, but Reality is One and Whole, but still it is not able
to enter into anyone who only has a heart of flesh.

 
1. The phrase embrace of opposites is literally a coupling or a mating between

opposites. Also forms of union is the same word for mating or coupling.
2. The term flesh could signify both the physical heart or perhaps a spiritually carnal

heart. Either interpretation is possible.

 
Analogue Fifty-Nine

 
Is it not important that those in whom the fullness has come to dwell completely
understand themselves? Those who do not know themselves, shall never enjoy what they
possess. Those, however, who do come to understand who they are, will enjoy what they
have.

 
Realized human beings are invulnerable to captivity because they are invisible to the
outer eye, for if they were visible, they could be taken by force. No one can be granted
this grace, however, unless they are clothed in perfected Light, saturating their being.
Clad in Light, they can move forth into the cosmos as a Completed Being from out of the
Bridal Chamber.

 
It is crucial, then, to become fully realized before moving beyond this world. Whoever
receives this gift without achieving mastery in this domain will have no mastery in any
other, moving forward through these transitions in an imperfect state. Only Yeshua knows
what the destiny of such a person will be.

 
1. In the first paragraph the fullness in the original is “the All” or “the Totality.”
2. A realized human being is the Completed human being, or one who has become

complete or mature.
3. Invulnerable to captivity translates the literal “cannot be seized.”
4. The phrase to the outer eye is added for clarity.
5. In the last paragraph there are a number of missing words. These have been filled

according to the best of understanding of modern scholarship.

 
Analogue Sixty



 
Sacred beings are entirely holy, including their bodies. If such persons receive the Bread
and Wine, they sanctify it, and everything else they touch is also purified. How is it
possible then, that the body would not be pure as well?

 
It was in just this way that Yeshua perfected the water of baptism by emptying death out
of it. For this reason we are made to go down into the water, not so that we might die, but
in order that the spirit of this world might be poured away from us. For wherever the
winds of the world blow it is always winter, but when the sacred Spirit breathes it turns to
summer.

 
1. In this analogue holy and sacred are the same word.
2. The word wine is the cup understood to be filled with wine.
3. In the second paragraph the word emptying translated “poured out.”

 
Analogue Sixty-One

 
Those who gain wisdom from truth are liberated beings, and a liberated being is one who
does not habitually transgress—transgressors being slaves of their own offenses. Truth is
our Mother and knowledge of her comes through joining with her. Those to whom Truth
is given no longer offend, so the world calls them “free!” They cease their transgressions
because they have gained wisdom from truth, which raises the level of their hearts, and
having transcended their state in the world, they are free indeed. Love, however, is what
uplifts and frees them, and yet in their freedom, true knowledge also makes them slaves
of love on behalf of those who are not yet ready to live in the freedom of truth. Still it is
this knowledge which prepares them so that they too may become free beings.

 
Love possesses nothing, for how could it when everything already belongs to it. It never
says, “This is mine,” or “That belongs to me.” It says instead, “All of this is yours.”

 
Spiritual love is truly a fragrance-filled-wine meant to be enjoyed by all who receive it,
and those anointed with it share it with anyone who stands together with them. As long as
they stand together, all are anointed by its healing ointment. Should they cease to stand
together, however, then those not yet anointed will find themselves still deep in their own
stagnation. Did not the Good Samaritan give the wounded man wine mixed with oil, and
with that anointing was he not healed from his wounds? For “Love shall cover a
multitude of sins.”

 
1. The phrase gain wisdom from truth translates an original phrase that says truth is

known by “gnosis.” This implies that truth does not simply mean the
accumulation of knowledge per se, but knowing by experience which is the way
wisdom is gained. This Analogue, therefore, is translated in that way.

2. Transgressions and offenses can also be translated by the word “sin” or “sins.”
3. The term level could easily be “plane” or even “dimensions.”
4. The word stagnation translates a word that could mean “murk” or “stench.”

 
Analogue Sixty-Two

 
The child who is born of a woman resembles the one she loves. If it is her husband, then
it resembles him, but if she has an extra-marital lover, well then, it looks like him.
Strangely, if a woman lies with her husband because he has coerced her, yet her heart lies
elsewhere, her offspring will resemble the other one she loves. Those who go in to be
with the Son of God are not in love with the system of this world, but rather with the
Master, and so those who are conceived by them resemble him, and not this world.

 
It is natural for humans to unite with humans, horses with horses, and donkeys with
donkeys. Species unite with like species in the same manner that Spirit unites with Spirit,
Logos with Logos, and Light with Light. If you become human, you will be loved by
humans. If you become Spirit, the Spirit will unite with you. If you become Logos, the
Logos will come to you. If you become Light, the Light will become a companion to you.



If you transcend, then Transcendence itself will rest upon you. If, however, you become
horse-like, or behave like a donkey, calf, dog, sheep, or any other creature outside of or
lower than yourself, you will be incapable of being loved by what is either human, Spirit,
Logos, or Light, by what is transcendent to you, or by what is deeply immanent within
you. None of these will be able to find rest within your heart, nor will you find a place of
residence within theirs.

 
Those who have been enslaved against their will, are able to be liberated, while those
who by the grace of their Master have been freed and yet sell themselves back into
slavery, shall forfeit their freedom.

 
1. The extra-marital lover in the original text is said to be an “adulterer.”
2. The words abide with are simply “with” in the original text.
3. There are multiple Coptic and Greek terms used in the second paragraph to

designate union or uniting intimately with someone or something. Though each
has its specific distinction, in general the issue seems to be the union of likeness to
likeness.

4. The terms transcendent and immanent are directly expressed by Coptic idiom.  

 
Analogue Sixty-Three

 
In this world crops are cultivated and gathered into barns using four elements: soil, water,
wind and light. Likewise God also cultivates the world through the elements of trust,
hope, love and enlightenment. Our soil is the heart where trust takes root. Hope is the
water through which we are nourished. Love is the wind by which we grow, and
enlightenment is the Light which causes us to ripen.

 
It is grace, then, which has caused the humble of the earth to reign over heaven. These
have been received into the Realm of the Blessed where the Logos has uplifted their
souls. For it is Yeshua, the Anointed One, who has seduced and beguiled us all, and yet
he has never coerced or oppressed anyone, and because of this the Blessed Ones become
fully realized human beings as well as the Logos. If you should ask us about such beings,
any attempt to correctly portray their grandeur would be difficult.

 
1. The use of the word enlightenment is an attempt to get at the deeper meaning of

the term gnosis which is used throughout this text. We feel that the use of the term
enlightenment is justified because gnosis signifies the knowledge which gives
light.

2. In the second paragraph where it speaks of Logos, there is an ambiguity. At that
place in the text there is a gap with a letter that indicates perhaps the word Logos.
However it speaks of it as “his L…” so it could truly be the Logos which has been
created or made to live within the soul which actually uplifts it.

3. The words seduced or beguiled translates a Greek term which indicates that
Yeshua has had to use a ploy or a ruse to bring us to this point much in the same
way that a parent often employs such devices to get a child to do something new
or different. Yet whatever Yeshua has done has never been to burden or coerce
anyone. Likewise, the words coerced or oppressed translate a Greek term which
carries those meanings.

 
Analogue Sixty-Four

 
How then does Yeshua give rest to everyone? First of all, he brings sorrow and grief to no
one whether great or small, or whether it be a believer or an unbeliever. Rather he gives
rest to those who reside among the Good. Some indeed are privileged to bring rest to
those who are virtuous, but there are those who do well and yet cannot of themselves give
repose to anyone since their goodness was not accomplished by an act of will. There are
those who are in pain, but again he is not oppressing them. There are times when grief
does come to the virtuous, not because he oppresses them, but because their own flaws
and calamities have overwhelmed them. It is natural, then, to give joy to those who are
good, yet some must endure terrible grief.

 



1. Yeshua as the Logos is the referent at the beginning of this Analogue pointing back
to the previous analogy.

2. The word rest is the special Greek term that denotes a state of inner repose
correspondent to the state of the Kingdom of Heaven itself.

3. In the last sentence the phrase it is natural to give joy indicates that it is in the
nature of some, but perhaps not in others.

 
Analogue Sixty-Five

 
Consider a landowner of means who has children, servants, cattle, hogs and dogs, as well
as wheat, barley, hay, fodder, meats, and acorns. Being wise he understands the
nutritional needs of each member of his household. To children he gives bread, olive oil
and meat. To servants, he offers oil and grain. To the cattle he gives barley, hay and
fodder. He throws bones to the dog and acorns and bread crusts to the pigs. So it is with
spiritual masters. If they are wise and truly understand the principle of discipleship they
will not be fooled by outer physical form or appearance, rather they will perceive the
inner condition of each individual’s soul and will adjust their words accordingly.

 
In our world’s system there are many humans who take on animal characteristics. The
wise recognize this and to swine-like beings they throw acorns. To those who are bovine
in nature, they give barley, straw and hay. To those whose characteristics are canine,
bones. To servants, however, they give basic fare, and to their offspring they offer
complete food.

 
1. The landowner is said to be a householder who possesses wealth and holdings.
2. The words children and offspring translate the original words “son” or “sons.”
3. The Spiritual Masters in the original text is called a “disciple of God.”
4. The designations of humans who appear in animal form is somewhat reversed in

the original text which speaks of animals in human form.

 
Analogue Sixty-six

 
The Son of Humanity exists, as do the children of the Son. The Son of Humanity is the
Master who has brought the children into created being. The Son of Humanity, therefore,
has received the power to both create and beget. That which he creates is, of course, a
finite object—a creature, but what he begets, however, is a “child”—or offspring. Created
objects are not able to conceive, but what has been conceived and born can create. Some
will say, “Well, human creatures, of course, do conceive and give birth.” True, but their
progeny are in fact creatures, and what they give birth to are not “theirs,” but sons and
daughters of God.

 
The one who creates objects works outwardly in the external world. The one who labors
in secret, however, works within the icon, hidden inwardly from others. The one who
creates makes objects visible to the world. The one who conceives gives birth to children
in the Realm of the Unseen.

 
1. The Son of Humanity translates the traditional “Son of Man.”
2. Children of the Son are in the original “sons of the Son.”
3. The term conceive means both to conceive and give birth to or “beget.”

 
Analogue Sixty-seven

 
No one but the couple themselves knows when they will come together in intimate union.
Marriage therefore is a mystery for anyone in this world who has taken a mate. If natural
union occurs in secret, how much greater is the hidden mystery of spiritual marriage
which takes place in truth rather than in flesh, out of pure love rather than in passionate
lust, in the full light of day rather than in the darkness of night. When sexual union is put
on public display it becomes pornographic. When a woman who has conjugal relations
with another man or seeks for such outside her home is found out, she is known as a
prostitute.



 
A woman may only reveal herself to her mother and father, to the “friend” of the
bridegroom, or to the “children” of the bridegroom, for only these may enter daily into
the Bridal Chamber. As to all the rest, let them long simply to hear her voice, catch a
brief scent of her fragrance, or like dogs find crumbs that fall from her table. It is only the
Lover and the Beloved that belong in the Bridal Chamber. No one else can behold them
there unless they too become Bride and Groom.

 
1. The first sentence in the original indicates that no one knows when a man mates

with a woman.
2. In the second sentence mate translates wife in the original putting the emphasis on

the man and not on the couple.
3. The word natural translates the original “marriage of impurity” meaning that is

not pure like spiritual marriage.
4. The phrases “friend” of the bridegroom and “children” (literally “sons”) of the

bridegroom appear to be coded terms linked to those involved with spiritual
marriage and experiencing the Bridal Chamber.

5. The feminine figure is to be protected as deeply sacred and symbolic, as in most
Middle Eastern cultures.

6. Lover and Beloved translate Bridegroom and Bride in the original text.

 
 
Analogue Sixty-eight

 
Abraham rejoiced to see what he saw, and as a sign, he cut off the flesh of his foreskin to
show us what it means to put away the fleshly system of this world.

 
In this world when any living entity holds their inner reality in secret, they live; when it is
exposed, they die. For example, when the inner parts of a human are enclosed within the
body, the person lives, but if they should become exposed to the external world, the
person dies. So it is with a tree, if it sprouts in a normal manner it will bud out and thrive
as long as its roots are covered, but if it is uprooted and they are exposed, the tree withers
and dies. This is true for everything brought into existence in this world, whether external
and manifest, or internal and unmanifest.

 
If, for example, the roots of evil are hidden they remain strong, but as soon as they are
recognized openly for what they are, they perish. It is because of this that the Logos says,
“The axe has already been applied to the root of the tree.” It will not merely fell the tree,
however, for a tree chopped down will sprout from its roots again. Rather the axe bites
down deep into the roots until they are exposed, and so Yeshua uproots them from their
place, which has only been done in part by others. Let us delve deeply into our own
hearts to the root of evil and tear it out. If it is recognized for what it is, it will be
uprooted. Yet, if we are unconscious of it and do not recognize it, indeed it takes root
within the heart and produces its own fruits there. It masters us and we are made its
slaves. It captures us causing us to do things we would not do otherwise, and keeps us
from doing what we truly desire. Its potency remains as long as we do not recognize it.
Hidden and unconscious it coerces us.

 
1. The quote in the third paragraph is from Matthew 3:10.
2. The “others” who only partially exposed the roots of evil are unknown, but the

implication is, perhaps, that they are earlier prophets and messengers.
3. The term hearts is one used in Coptic that could also mean “mind,” but

understood as the translation of nous.
4. The reference about being made slaves of evil which causes us to do things we

might not otherwise do, and keeps us from doing what we want is similar to the
passage in Romans 7:14-20.

 
Analogue Sixty-nine

 
Ignorance grounded in confusion is the mother of evil. Anyone working out of ignorance



is not, was not, nor will ever be a true being. And yet, if truth is fully revealed, even these
can be brought to perfection. Truth, like ignorance, if it is held in secret remains at rest
within itself, but if it is manifest outwardly, then it becomes known and is superior
because  it triumphs over ignorance and liberates us from confusion. The Logos said,
“You shall know the truth and the truth will set you free.” It is ignorance that enslaves us,
and enlightenment, which liberates us. When we come to recognize the truth, we shall
discover its fruits within our hearts. If we unite intimately with it, we shall reach ultimate
fulfillment.

 
At present we are surrounded by the visible manifestations of creation. Some call these
strong and valuable, while what is unseen or unknown is deemed weak and contemptible.
The truth is, however, that what is manifest is weak and inferior, while what is unseen is
powerful and praiseworthy.

 
Yet it is from the unseen world that the mysteries of truth are revealed through iconic
images, but the Bridal Chamber itself remains hidden for it is the Holy of Holies.

 
1. The phrase working out of ignorance translates the term “whose source or origin

is ignorance.”
2. The quotation from Jesus comes from John 8:32.
3. The use of the word enlightenment is an attempt to get at the deeper meaning of

the term gnosis which is used throughout this text. We feel that the term
enlightenment is justified here because gnosis signifies the knowledge which gives
light.

4. The term ultimate fulfillment at the end of the first paragraph translates the word
“pleroma” which can also be translated as “fullness.”

5. In the second paragraph the term valuable could also be “worthy” or
“honorable.”

6. In the final paragraph the phrase iconic images translates a Coptic phrase that
uses the words “types in icons.”

7. The term Bridal Chamber translates the Coptic “Bed Chamber” which could also
be “bedroom.”

 
Analogue Seventy

 
At first the way in which God works to govern the creation was covered by the Temple
Veil, but once that veil was torn and what was inside revealed, the outer form of
desolation was to be abandoned and left to be destroyed. Then everything was to flee
those external places outside the Holy of Holies where it is impossible to unite with the
Light or with the unflawed Fullness. Instead all were to come under the wings of the
Cross and within the embrace of its arms. This is the ark of safety for us, a place of
refuge when the waters of cataclysm overwhelm us.

 
In the priesthood there were those who were able to go inside behind the veil
accompanied by the High Priest. So for this reason, then, the veil was not torn simply at
the top so that it would be available only to those who are higher. Nor was it torn at the
bottom to bring revelation only to those who are lower. Rather, it was torn from top to
bottom, opening to those both above and below that all might have access to the truth of
hidden things.

 
This truth is important and its excellence strengthens us to go inward through the
symbols, humble and often rejected though they may be, and by this lowly means to enter
into the presence of the fullness of glory—glory upon glory, light upon light, power upon
power. Those who have reached this perfection open the way into the truth of hidden
things for the rest of us, and thus saints and sacred beings bring us to the threshold of the
Bridal Chamber and invite us within.

 
1. In the first paragraph the opening line the term creation may well be under to be

the “founding of things” spiritual or inward and not simply the external creation.
2. The outer form of desolation may be understood as the exoteric forms of religion

or the external temple forms of religious observance.



3. The interesting phrase All-Soul translates a Coptic idiom perhaps from the Greek,
which mean the whole or the totality. Here it is expressed as the World-Soul or the
All-Soul of humanity.

4. The phrase the truth of hidden things translates another which is often rendered
“secrets of the truth.”

5. Light upon light is a compounding of the term glory upon glory added for
emphasis.

 
Analogue Seventy-One

 
As long as evil is hidden and continues to contaminate the seed of the Sacred Spirit, it
retains its full potency and is capable of enslaving us by its oppressive force. But as soon
as the Perfected Light shines forth pouring itself down upon us, those at its heart receive
the anointing. It is precisely then that the slaves are freed and rescued from captivity.

 
So then every seed that my Father in Heaven has not planted shall be uprooted. Those
who were separated shall be united, and all who are empty shall be filled, so that
everyone may enter into the Bridal Chamber where they will be born into the Light. Their
birth shall not be as a result of some unseen union that flares up like a fire in the night
and then is extinguished, but rather, as the result of the mystery of Spiritual Marriage, is
consummated in the full light of day whose light never ceases nor shall ever be put out.

 
1. The term seed of Spirit translate the Greek word for “sperm.”
2. It is unclear whether the seed is planted within evil or the evil is planted in the

seed. Whichever it is it retains power to oppress.
3. The term sacred Marriage translates the “mystery of this (form of) marriage”

different from the other natural form.

 
Analogue Seventy-Two

 
Anyone who is born a child from the Bridal Chamber shall receive the Light, for if one
does not receive it there, there is nowhere else to receive it. Those who welcome the
Light are hidden from the world, and cannot, therefore, be controlled or troubled by it.
Such beings have already received the Truth through the image of the icons and whether
they leave this world or act within it in a public way, it has already become for them the
Great Age of the Eternal Now whose fullness is no longer hidden by the darkness of
night, but has burst forth revealing itself to them, to be hidden now, as Holy Light within
Perfect Day.

 
This is the Good News of Philip

 
 

1. The term child translates the original word “son.”
2. The word welcome translates the same word for “receive” used throughout this

passage.
3. The word controlled might also be understood as seized or restrained.
4. The phrase image of the icons is used to translate the Greek term “ikons” which

also means image.
5. The phrase the Great Age of the Eternal Now translates the full Greek phrase of

“the Age of the Ages.”
1

 


